Contributors

Elisabeth Bailey grew up in the Deep South of Georgia. Her writing often reflects the town of Vidalia where she was mainly raised, however she is originally from Pittsburgh Pennsylvania. She studies English with an emphasis on writing, editing and publishing at the University of Mississippi. Her love of literature and writing comes from her late grandmother. The piece published in this edition of The Landshark Literary Review was one of the stories her grandmother loved the most.

Chloe Dobbins is a freshman linguistics major from Greene County, Mississippi. She enjoys writing poetry and prose, and she is especially interested in writing about life and religion in the South.

Addison Etlicher is a Freshman at the University of Mississippi. She is an English major with an emphasis in editing, writing, and publishing. In the future, she hopes to pursue a career in the publishing industry.

Story Lee (they/he) is a writer and director. A Native Mississippian, Story has a love for the South, and it features in much of his work. Their work includes poetry, prose, memoir, and screenplays, and often centers around themes of queerness and disability. They are a recipient of various national awards through the Scholastic Art & Writing Awards, including being named one of the American Voices of Mississippi. This is his first publication.

Emily Suh is a senior English major at the University of Mississippi. She has written for the Mississippi Free Press and the UM College of Liberal Arts newsletter View from Ventress. She aims to pursue a career in editing and publishing.

Benjamin Tabor first began writing when he wrote monologues and scenes while teaching an acting class and found a love of writing. He writes for the fun of creating and the adrenaline of reading. He mostly writes poetry about nature, Fathers of all varieties, and gore.

Elton Tanaka is a writer from Jackson, Mississippi, studying at the University of Mississippi as a Secondary English Education major and Religion Studies minor. Tanaka enjoys eating, talking, and eating spaghetti.